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Woodstock Rainbow Makers Keep Sparkling and Heat Up for Summer
New Crystal Cross, Fantasy Glass and Crystal Fantasy Designs Launch
SHOKAN, N.Y., March 29, 2017 – With Easter and the spring holiday season upon us,
Woodstock Chimes®, a leading manufacturer of musically tuned windchimes and high-quality
gifts, is continuing to expand its ever-popular Woodstock Rainbow Makers™ Collection of
crystal suncatchers with a new Crystal Cross series, several new Fantasy Glass designs, featuring
a Swarovski(R) Elements crystal drop, and two new Crystal Fantasies. Most products in the
Rainbow Makers Collection feature genuine Austrian crystals and are designed and handmade in
the United Kingdom.
The new Crystal Crosses come in six styles and
feature a cascade of crystals leading down to a
beautiful and sparkling faceted crystal cross. The
suncatcher is 7 inches in overall length, including
the nylon coated tigertail hanging wire, and the
crystal cross portion is 3.25 inches. All Crystal
Crosses retail for $10 and come ready to give
with an organza gift bag. The six styles include (L to R) Sunrise (DDCSU), Radiance (DDCRD),
Sapphire (DDCSA), Rose (DDCRO), Rainbow (DDCRA) and Aquamarine (DDCAQ). Most of
the crosses come in a clear color but the Sapphire and Rose styles have crosses in their respective
colors. The Crystal Cross Package (DDCPKG), which includes six of each style plus a free
Fiddlehead Two-Tier Hanging Display – Silver, is also available for $180.
The new Fantasy Glass designs feature an Eagle figurine, available in
three color palettes - Peacock (CEPEA), Summer Rainbow (CERAI),
and the new Liberty (CELIB), in patriotic red, white and blue. Each
piece measures 6 inches in overall length, with handcrafted glass in the
shape of its namesake and hand-painted accents. All Fantasy Glass
figurines feature a Swarovski(R) Elements crystal drop at the bottom
that sparkles and shines in the sun. They retail for $20 and come ready
to give in a kraft gift box As the summer season draws near, the
Fantasy Glass line will continue to expand and will include these
coastal-themed designs, evoking the ease of summer days by the sea
(photos coming soon):
Dolphin: 8'' overall length - Aquamarine (CLAQU), Purple (CLPUR), Sapphire (CLSAP)
Coral Fish: 7'' overall length - Purple (COPUR), Rainbow (CORAI), Tropical (COTRO)
Seahorse: 9'' overall length - Peacock (CRPEA), Purple (CRPUR), Tropical (CRTRO)
Songbird: 7'' overall length - Peacock (CSPEA), Purple (CSPUR), Tropical (CSTRO)
Two new and related Crystal Fantasy styles will also launch this summer, with nickel-plated
brass ornament designs in Eagle (CFEA), featuring a patriotic red, white and blue cascade of
genuine Austrian crystals, and Mermaid (CFMM), featuring blue Austrian crystals. Handmade in
the U.K., they measure 10 inches in overall length, including the silver finish plated brass chain,
while the ornament and crystal portion measures roughly 6.5 inches long. They retail for $20 and
come ready to give with an organza gift bag (photos coming soon).
- MORE -

“The strong and steady sales of our Woodstock Rainbow Makers for over six years make us
eager to continue to expand this collection,” said Garry Kvistad, founder and owner of
Woodstock Chimes. “Our new offerings have the warmer weather in mind, and we’re confident
our glistening new Rainbow Makers will prove to be irresistible to shoppers looking for a
reminder of summer to hang in a sunny window and cherish all year long. As we like to say,
Woodstock Rainbow Makers do for light what our chimes do for sound.”
For details about Woodstock Chimes®, Woodstock Rainbow Makers™ or Woodstock Music
Collection® products, or for a current trade show listing, please visit WoodstockChimes.com.
To find a Woodstock Chimes OneCoast Territory Manager, please visit OneCoast.com/find or
contact Woodstock Chimes directly by calling 800-422-4463 or visit WoodstockChimes.com.
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About Woodstock Percussion, Inc.: Woodstock Percussion, Inc., maker of Woodstock Chimes® and the Woodstock Music
Collection®, is a leading manufacturer of musically tuned windchimes, award-winning musical instruments and distinctive home
and garden décor. GRAMMY® recipient Garry Kvistad and his wife, Diane, founded Woodstock Percussion nearly 40 years ago
in New York’s Hudson Valley, where the company continues to design musical gifts, fountains and crystal suncatchers using
superior materials found around the world. The result is a unique collection of over 500 different products that bring joy to people
of all ages. Popular collections include: Inspirational Chimes, Precious Stones, Woodstock Gongs, Temple Bells, Woodstock
Rainbow Makers, Asli Arts® and, of course, Classic Chimes. For more information on Woodstock Chimes, visit
WoodstockChimes.com or call 800-422-4463.
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